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A FORCE CELL T O PROVIDE PROFELLANT-LESS PROPULSION FOR LINEAR

THRUST APPLICATIONS Am FUEL-LESS TORQUE FOR ROTARY APPLICATIONS

USING EXTERNAL CASIMIR FORCES

CROSS REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority on .S. Provisional Application Ser. No.

62/672,171, filed on May 6 , 20 , the disclosures of which are incorporated herein b

reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

002] The present invention relates to apparatus for providing propellant-less propulsion

for linear thrust applications and fuel -less torque for rotary applications, and more particularly to

apparatus that includes a plurality of particularly shaped and coated nano-scale wedges that are

conceived and constructed to provide improved thrust and torque using Casimir forces.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

000 ] The present invention includes particularly configured apparatus that provides

improved propel lantless propulsion using one or more force cells that can be used to achieve

practical propulsion for aircraft, spacecraft with hovering capability and other applications

requiring propulsion. The current invention depends upon the Casimir effect whereby the

Casirnir force, or at least a sizable portion of it, arises from energy fluctuations in the vacuum of

space itself. These fluctuations, which occur in both matter and free space, result from the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle of quantum mechanics. Because these fluctuations persist eve

when all thermal black body radiation has been eliminated at absolute zero temperature, they are

often called zero-point fields.

[000 In 1948 Dr. Hendrick B. G Casimir along with Dr. Dirk Polder wrote a seminal

paper, entitled: The Influence of Retardation on the Landon-van der Waals Forces ' . Van der

Waals forces occur between atoms a molecules at distances typically less than u and are

responsible for the cohesion of most solid materials. If the forces result from two instantaneous

induced dipoles, they are called London-yan der Walls forces and If the bulk matter making up

the plates are composed of dielectric material a d separated by distances of from about 100



t about a micron ( i pm), the effects of retardation must be included and this extension of th

van der Wa forces is also called a Casimir-Polder force. This interpretation explicitly depends

upon the zero-point fluctuations of the polarizable atoms in the bulk matter making up the plates.

Casimir-Polder forces can be attractive or repulsive depending upon the electrical and magnetic

properties of the materials being used.

100 5 Also in 948 Casimir authored a second paper entitled: On the attraction

between two perfectly conducting plates”. This paper is premised upon the difference in the sum

of the resonant frequencies of all virtual photons within a . cavity consisting of two perfectly

conducting uncharged parallel plates and the sum of the virtual photon frequencies outside the

cavity. Where these virtual photons originate from is not explicitly stated. They could result

from molecular potentials of matter nearby, but they could also originate from the zero-point

fluctuations of fields within a perfect vacuum.

The first attempt t measure the Casimir force was by M. par aay in 1 58. His

results were inconclusive bu consistent with Casimir’ prediction. The first direct measurement

was by S. K . amorea x n 997 between a large sphere-shaped lens and flat plate using a

torsion pendulum. The first atomic force microscope (ATM) experiment was in 998 by .

Mohideen a d A . Roy measuring the forces between a 200 p gold coated sphere and a gold

coated f at plate. The first measurement of lateral Casimir forces between a corrugated sphere

and corrugated flat plate was by F. Chen, J . Mohideen, G. L. K!imehitskaya and V. M,

Mostepanehko in 2002 using an A M. In 2004 a NASA study performed much more precise

measurements using a variety of geometric cavity shapes and materials (see. Final Report: Study

of Vacuum Energy Physics for Breakthrough Propulsion. G, Jordan Maeiay et a , October 2004,

NASA/CR— 2004-21 3 L).

0007 When the zero-point fluctuations originate from the vacuum of space they are

external to the Casimir plates, potentially allowing energy to be extracted. Methods of

calculating force that are consistent with this interpretation include one based upon radiation

pressure. For perfectly conducting parallel plates, the plate boundaries essentially ground the

electric field of the impinging photon thus resulting in a zero node at the boundary and thus

allowing only an integral number of half wavelengths between the plates. The resulting

suppression of vibrating modes within the cavity means that there is less energy between the



plates than external to them resulting in a pressure pushing the plates together. Non-parallel

plates can be calculated by breaking the non-parallel plates up into a set of adjoining parallel

plates. The resulting approximation known as the Proximity Force Approximation (PFA) or the

Deijaguin approximation is valid for plates where th plate curvature is not too great and is still

being used to gauge experiments.

[0008 An "exact solution tor a perfectly conducting wedge PCW) i found in a paper

b V. V. Nesterenko, G. Lambiase and G. Searp a of 2002, is exact in the sense that the

energy and forces calculated use solutions specifically for a wedge as opposed to the PFA, which

is based upon the solution for perfectly conducting parallel plates. Moreover the perfectly

conducting wedge predicts equal and opposite torques on the plate faces which can b

decomposed into two equal and opposite forces that cancel out and two forces in the direction of

the wedge cross-section angle bisector that add up producing an external force as shown in FIG

i .

[0009 The results of the Nesterenko, Lambiase Searpeita paper are in agreement with

the results published in a paper by . Brevik and M. Lygren in 96. who used Schwinger source

theory for their calculation of the Casimi effect for a perfectly conducting wedge. The Brevik

and Lygren paper is in turn in agreement with the results published in a paper by Deutseh and

Candelas in 1979 as well as Helliwell and onko sk in 986 for the same wedge geometry

using different approaches.

[0010] There are a number of patents and patent application publications that relate to the

Casimir Effect, including: U.S. Patent No. 5,590,031 to Mead; U.S. Patent No. 6 , 28; U.S.

Patent No, 6,593,566 to Pinto; U.S. Patent No. 6,650,727 to Pinto; U.S. Patent No. 6,665,167 to

Pinto; U.S. Patent No. 6,842,326 to Pinto; U.S. Patent No. 6.920,032 to Pinto; U.S. Patent No.

7.379,286 to Haiseh; U.S. Patent No. 7,41 1,772 to Tymes: U.S. Patent App. Pub. No

20Ί 1/00737 5 by Macaulife; U.S. Patent No. 8,039.368 to Dryndic; U.S. Patent No. 8,174,706 to

Pinto; U.S Patent No. 8,3 7, 37 to Cormier;
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[ 0 2] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in simplified

form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended

to identify ke features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be

used to limit the scope of the claimed subject matter. The following calculations ar for wedge

geometries that will be useful in the further discussion of the invention.

Force calculations for the perfectly conducting wedge

[0013] The various perfectly conducting wedge papers calculate a Casimir force per unit

area of the wedge plates from which a torque and total force perpendicular to each plate, F and

F , , , can be determined. These tend to di inis the angle between the wedge plates for the

wedse shown in FIG. .

[ 14 ] These papers do not comment on whether such a wedge configuration could

generate external forces since that was not their intent. Their intent was to characterize cosmic

strings by employing the mathematics for Casimir wedges since the two phenomena are parallel.

However it s obvious that F
i

and , in the wedges can be decomposed in o two forces in the x

direction that are equal and opposite and thus cancel out, and two forces n the z direction . F -

and F; 2 that add up.



[ 0 5| The papers provide an equation expressing the force per unit wedge face area n

terms o f the w ed e angle / an distance f om wedge vertex r . obtained from the energy-

momentum tensor;

hcip - p 1

/V ) : Cl)
240,

See e.g. Eq. 3.43 in Nesterenko V.V., a b ase G., Scarpetta G of 2003 or Eq 2 and Eq. 53 of

Brevik I,, yg r n M. of 1996. These papers use Heaviside- Loreniz units, which set universal

constants equal to unity. For making calculations, SI units are more convenient. Subsequently h

is Planck ' s constant 6.626 * I 2 erg*sec, η [pronounced h bar] is the reduced Planck ' s

constant which equals / and is the speed of light = 2.998 * 10 cm/sec.

The magnitude of total force perpendicular to a wedge surface is then;

[0 1 The forces i the z direction for each plate as depicted in FIG. will then be:

The distance ¾. which is the distance from the vertex of the wedge to the start of the active part

of the wedge cannot be zero, otherwise the force would blow up. Physically this situation is not a

problem since the wedge conductor needs to be at least 10 n thick for the photon to even "

the conductor. This distance is further wavelength limited by the plasma wavelength Λ ) .

Photons with wavelengths less than the plasma wavelength tend to go through the conductor

without interacting. Though in reality the plasma wavelength is not a specific boundary, an

effective plasma wavelength can be used to simplify calculations and will be used throughout

this disclosure.

[ 0 8 Plasma wavelength is material dependent. However, in the literature there are

significant differences between calculated and measured plasma wavelengths and different

groups measure different values. Th value used i this disclosure, 130 nm, is close to that of

gold used in the Chen/Mo hideen experiment of 2002 and is probably conservative since



subsequent sa ple calculations assume aluminum for the conductor for which plasma

wavelength range between a d 3 nm.

00 19 The total force F: - F \ + - is plotted against angle β which varies from 0 to π

and is shown in FIG. . In this calculation j µη and Y ~
. where s

an arbitrary width of the wedge going in the y direction.

PC calculations for wedges formed by the intersection of flat and angular plates

2 1 When a flat plate intersects an angular plate as shown n FIG 2 there are two

wedges that must be accounted for, one with angle having perpendicular force and the

other with: angle π ~ orhaving perpendicular force F ~ . The PCW calculation wi l be expressed

in terms of the variables . ¾ , R \ and R - where R and R \ depend upon plasma wavelength and

Rz is held constant whi le angle va es. Noting from the geometry of PIG 2 that

720; RJ R

002 Thus the magnitude of the Plate 2 PCW lateral (in the positive x direction) force

for the FIG. 2 system will be:

i ai is plotted against angle a which varies from 0 to and is shown in FIG.

3B. this calculation R - pm and Y cm where F is an arbitrary width of the wedge going

the y direction.



[0023] The Implicit in these calculations is the assumption that not only are the

conductors being used perfectly conducting, but also the non-conductors are ‘'perfectly’ non¬

conducting. Real conductors have free electrons in the outer electron shell of their atoms which

allow for the ow of electrons. Rea non-conductors or insulators have more tightly bound

electrons which don’t allow electric current t flow. They are however to varying degree

polarizable, which makes them dielectrics. In practice the strength of a dielectric can be gauged

relative to the dielectric or permittivity constant of vacuum, which is = 8.85 X 10 ! farad /

meter. Thus for an ordinary isotropic dielectric, th dielectric constant ε ~ - , where & is a

dimensionless constant greater than I . Correspondingly, there is a magnetic permeability

constant µ µ µ = µ, µ , where κµ µ is also a dimensionless constant and /
·<¾

= 4π x 10 ·' henr !

meter is the permeability constant of free space or vacuum.

is a modified version of Eq.l which accounts for the relative electric permittivity and magnetic

permeability the material within the cavity. When the cavity is vacuum, Eq.· 6 becomes Eq. .

This equation may be found as Eq. 8 in Brevik I., Pettersen . of 2 .

[0025] The dielectric and permeability constants figure into the electrostatic and

magnetic polarizability constants, .2 respectively, embedded in the Casimir-Po!der

equation shown as Eq. 7, which calculates the interaction energy potential between two atoms r

and in two different plates. Note that the electrostatic and magnetic polarizability constants αε

and are not to b confused with wedge angle .

[0 26 The Ciausius-Mossotti (a so known as the Lorentz-Lorenz) relationship provides

a rule of thu b for how the electrostatic polarizability is related to the relative dielectric constant

and gives an indirect relationship between relative dielectric and conductivity:

where N is the number of atoms per unit volume. When the
4fo + 2

relative dielectric or permittivity is the electrostatic polarizability becomes zero and when the



materia! is a conductor and is generally attributed an infinite dielectric, the electrostatic

polarizability reaches a maximum and the volume occupied y each atom also reaches a

maximum so that the outside shells of atoms are nearly touching. Mon-magnetic materials have a

relative magnetic permeability o l and a magnetic polarizability of zero.

[002 Adding up the energy of pairs of atoms in each plate and then taking the negative

of the gradient calculates force. A characteristic of this process is that it predicts equal and

opposite forces - no external forces. However pair-wise-summation s only valid when the plate

material is in the additive regime which it will be when the plates have a low dielectric (note that

at least for electronics, any dielectric material with a a · value less than the conventionally used

3 .9 is considered to be a low dielectric constant material). For conductors, some

researchers scale up the PWS force values for non-parallel plates by the ratio of the pair-wise-

summation calculation tor parallel plates with the Casimir solution for perfectly conducting

parallel plates [see Tajmar 2004] But such assumes that the non-additivity only modifies the

magnitude of the force values and not the directions. Given that the PWS parallel plates

calculated forces are significantly less than the Casimir parallel plates calculated forces, both the

Casimir-Polder approach predicting equal and opposite forces and the Casimir wedge theory,

apparently predicting external forces, could both be true.

Laterally oriented wedges

[ 28 The apparatus disclosed herein produces an external force from a multiplicity of

particularly formed microscopic wedges. In a first embodiment, the wedges may be formed by-

creating a plurality of nano-scale Y-shaped grooves on one side of a sheet of non-conducting

matrix material, by coating a first conductor material onto a flat opposite side of the matrix

material, and by coating a second conductor onto selective portions of the grooves that resemble

a saw tooth shape in a profile view. The plurality of wedges created by the second conductor of

the current layer and the first conductor of an adjacent layer are oriented more or less laterally

with respect to the non-conducting layer. The wedges produce equal and opposite torque forces

o the wedge faces that can be decomposed i to equal and opposite forces that cancel out and

forces that add up in the direction of the wedge dihedral angle bisector away from the wedge

vertex. In various different propulsion embodiments the matrix material may be of low-density

material with low dielectric. Examples could include bu not be limited to of such materials as:



polyethylene polystyrene and/or polypropylene or non-propulsion embodiments such a

rotary embodiments for power generation, low density in the non-conductor is not as important.

An example o f an additional non-conductor could include but not be limited to: Teflon, Also, in

various different propulsion embodiments the coating for the first and second conductors ma be

formed but not limited t any of the following preferably low density conductors or their alloys:

lithium, beryllium, magnesium .and aluminum. For non-propulsion embodiments such as rotary

embodiments for power generation, low density in the conductor is not as important. Examples

of additional conductors could include but are not limited to: titanium, cobalt, nickel, copper,

molybdenum, silver, lead, tantalum, tungsten, gold and/or platinum.

2 h a second embodiment the wedges may be formed by creating a plurality of

nano-scale sinusoidal shaped grooves on one side of a sheet of non-conducting at x material.

A first conductor is coated onto a flat opposite side of the matrix material . A second conductor is

coated onto selective portions of the grooves that resemble a sine curve shape in a profile view.

The plurality of wedges created by the second conductor of the current layer and the first

conductor of an adj acent layer are oriented ore o less laterally with respect to the non¬

conducting layer. The wedges produce forces in the direction of the opening of the wedges.

Properties of the matrix material and the conducting material are the same as in the first

embodiment.

30 n a third embodiment the wedges may be formed by creating a plurality of nano-

scale f ee r shaped grooves on one side of a sheet of non-conducting matrix material. The

free form groove has a cross section with a monotonic descending slope from peak to valley of

the groove and a monotonic ascending slope from valley to next peak. Peaks and valleys may or

may not have intermediate surfaces with zero slopes. A first conductor is coated onto a flat

opposite sid of the matrix material. A second conductor is coated onto selective portions of the

grooves that resemble a free form groove shape in a profile view. The plurality of wedges

created b the second conductor of the current layer and the first conductor of an adjacent layer

are oriented more or less laterally with respect to the non-conducting layer. The wedges produce

forces in the direction of the opening of the wedge. Properties of the matrix material and the

conducting material are the same as in the first embodiment.



(003 Fo the three embodiments thus fa mentioned, the second conductor at the groove

peak of the current layer may optionally be separated from the first conductor of the adjacent

layer by a thin in relation t groove dimensions, layer of additional matrix material

0032 Additional embodiments may be obtained by forming wedges with a plurality of

nano-scale grooves comprised of V-shaped, sinusoidal or free for profiles just previously

described on both sides of a sheet of non-conducting matrix material and are described

subsequently.

Normally Oriented Wedges

[0033] Additional embodiments may be obtained by creating plurality of nano-scale

grooves having V-shaped, sinusoidal or tree-formed profiles on one side of a sheet of conducting

material The wedges thus created are normal to the conducting layer with the external forces

thus produced also being roore-or-less normal to the sheet of conducting material. An un¬

grooved layer of non-conducting materia! separates each layer of grooved conducting material.

Aggregating Forces

34 Because the external forces thus produced by any of the embodiments disclosed

herein add up, the asymmetric external force for each wedge cavity can be aggregated to produce

a larger continuous force for a layer of cavities. In the case of laterally oriented wedges, two or

more suitably coated non-conducting matrix layers can be further aggregated to produce a bundle

of layers that ca be either left leaning or right leaning. In the case of normally oriented wedges,

two or more couples of grooved conductor layer and non-grooved non-conducting layer the may¬

be further aggregated to produce a bundle of layers.

(0035] One or more bundles of layers may be further aggregated t produce a layered

force cell. Bundles may be arranged such that left and right-leaning forces cancel out or are

reduced. Only the somewhat diminished forces in the direction of the matrix material remain n

the case of laterally oriented wedges or forces perpendicular to the conducting sheet remain in

the case of normally oriented wedges. Aligning all the forces in each bundle in the same

direction may maximize forces.

[0036] For laterally oriented wedges, an alternate to the layered embodiment is the

spiral/cylindrical embodiment in which the coated sheet of matrix material, whether having V-



shaped sinusoidal o free form shaped groove cross sections or whether any of these cross

sectioned sheets have the optional thin spacer layer, may be tightly wound into a spiral of two or

more turns creating a cylinder. One or more cylinders may he aggregated radially along the same

cylindrical axis to form a spiral cy i drica force cell embodiment. Because of cylindrical

symmetry the right and left leaning nature of the forces automatically cancel out and the

resu ing force is aligned along the axis of the cylinder. The normally oriented wedge

embodiments cannot be wound into spiral or cylindrical embodiments since all .forces would

point either toward or away from the axis of the spiral or cylinder.

[ 03 7 Force cells whether layered or spiral/'cylindrical in nature, or whether comprised

of laterally oriented wedges o normally oriented wedges, can be arranged in balanced pairs of

cells that can be parallel to produce an external thrust or anti-parallel to produce zero thrust or

somewhere in between to produce an intermediate force. They may also be arranged circularly

and may he oriented to produce maximum, zero or intermediate torque. Th means and nature of

the devices to control direction and magnitude of the thrust or torque output is application

dependent.

[ 38] Any of the force cell embodiments may be coated with protective sheathing.

Examples such sheathing may be but not limited to: latex, neoprene, nylon or other suitable

materials such as the matrix materials or combinations of the above. The purpose of the

sheathing may be to maintain a vacuum or non-reacting gas. if such is desired, and to keep out

contaminants. Examples of non-reacting gas may be but not limited to: nitrogen helium and

aruon.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F THE DRA W GS

[0 39 The description of the various example embodiments is explained in conjunction

with appended drawings, in which:

[ } FIG. is a diagram showing the wedge geometry used for calculating external

forces along the wedge angle bisector by means of the perfectly conducting wedge PCW

theory:



[0041 j FIG. 2 is a diagram showing the two wedges formed when an angular plate

intersects a flat plate and the resulting lateral forces (in the direction) calculated using the PC

theory;

042j FIG. A is a graph that plots PCW calculations for external force against wedge

angle for the wedge geometry shown in F G ;

[0043} FIG. 3B Is a graph that plot PCW calculations for lateral force (in the x direction)

against wedge a gle for the two wedge geometry shown in FIG. 2;

[0044} FIG, 4 is a side view showing a portion of a sheet of matrix material formed in

accordance with one embodiment o f the present invention, having a flat first side, and a second

side shaped to include a plurality of nano-scale grooves that resemble saw teeth;

[004 FIG. 5 is a top view of the portion of the matrix material shown i FIG. 4;

[0046 FIG. 6 is the side view of FIG, 4. but shown after a first conductor has been

coated onto the flat lower surface of the portion of matrix material, and a second conductor is

coated o to selective portions of the grooves as we l a a optional spacer layer of matrix

material under the first conductor;

[004 FIG is the side view of FIG. 4 showing va eys having optional intermediate

surfaces with zero slope, and though not shown, peaks may also have optional intermediate

surfaces with zero slope;

[0048} FIG. 7 is a top view of the coated matrix material portion shown in FIG. 6;

[0049} FIG. 8. shows laterally oriented wedges formed from multiple layer of coated

matrix material portion shown in FIGS. 6-7, without the optional spacer layer;

[0050 FIG. S emphasizes the geometry of the conductors and shows the parameters

used to calculate force;

[0051] FIG. 9 shows laterally oriented wedges being formed from multiple layers of

coated matrix material portion shown in FIGS. 6-7, along with a new FIG 6-7 layer in the

process of being added, with the optional spacer layer;



(0052} FIG. is a side view showing a portion of a sheet o f mat x material formed in

accordance w h o e embodiment of the present nve tion having a flat first side, and a second

side shaped to include a plurality of nano-scale grooves that resemble sinusoidal corrugations;

53 FIG. 1 is the side view o f FIG. 1 , but shown a ter a first conductor has bee

coated onto the flat lower surface of the portion o f matrix material, a d a second conductor is

coated onto selective portions o f the grooves as wel as an optional spacer layer of matrix

material under the first conductor;

0 54 FIG. 2 shows laterally oriented wedges being formed fro multiple layers of

coated matrix material portion shown in FIG , along with a new FIG 11 layer in the process of

being added, without the optional spacer layer;

0055] FIG. shows laterally oriented wedges being formed from multiple layers of

coated matrix material portion shown in F IG, 1 , along with a new FIG layer n the process of

being added, with the optional spacer layer;

0056 FIG. 4 is a side view showing a portion of a sheet o f matrix material formed in

accordance with one embodiment of the present invention, having a flat first side, and a second

side shaped to include a plurality of nano-scale grooves that resemble a free form shaped groove

having monotone descending slope from peak to valley and monotone ascending slope fro

valley to next peak and peaks and valleys having optional intermediate surfaces with zero slopes;

005 7] F G . 15 is the side view o f FIG, 14, but shown after a first conductor has been

coated ont the flat lower surface of the portion of matrix material, and a second conductor is

coated onto selective portions of the grooves a we l as a optional spacer layer of matrix

material under die first conductor;

58 FIG, 16 shows laterally oriented wedges being formed from multiple layers of

coated matrix material portion show in FIG. 5, along with a new FIG layer in the process of

being added, without the optional spacer layer;

{1 5 9 ] FIG. shows laterally oriented wedges being formed from multiple layers of

coated matrix material portion shown in FIG. 5, along w th a new FIG 5 layer in the process of

being added- with the optional spacer layer;



[ 6 FIG. is a top view of a bundle layers having grooves aligned along th axis

or nearly so and groove side profiles in accordance FIG, 6, FIG. 1or FIG, 5;

006 1 FIG. i a side view of a bundle of layers having; side profiles in accordance

FIG. 6. FIG. or FIG. 5;

[0 62 FIG. 20 Is a side view· of multiple bundles layers shown in FIG. 19 making up a

layered force cell and further showing the effect of Lateral, Normal and eft a d right leaning

forces;

[006 FIG. 2 is a top view of the layered force cell shown in FIG 20 with protective

sheathing:

[0064] FIG. 22 is a side view of the layered force ce shown in FIG. 20 with protective

sheathing;

[0065 FIG. 23 is a front view of a unrolled spiral layer in the Θ, plane, having grooves

aligned along the axis and groove side profiles in accordance FIG. 6, FIG. or FIG. 5;

0066] FIG. 24 is a side view of FIG. 23 in the , plane, having groove side profiles in

accordance FIG. 6, FIG. 11 or FIG. 15;

[0067] FIG. 25 is a top view’ of a tightly rolled spiral layer in the ι Θplane, having

grooves aligned along the Θaxis and groove side profiles in accordance FIG. 6, FIG. 1 or FIG.

15;

006 ] FIG. 26 is a top view of multiple tightly roiled spiral layers having the appearance

of concentric cylinders i n the r , Θplane, comprising a spiral/cylinder force ceil, having grooves

aligned along the xis and groove side profiles in accordance FIG. 6, FIG. 11 or FIG. 15;

[0069] F G. 27 is a side cross-section view o f FIG. 26 in th r , z plane:

[0 7 ] FIG, 28 .is a top cross-section view of the spiral/cylindrical force cell shown in

FIG. 26 with the addition of protective sheathing and a spindle core to wrap the layers around;

[0071] FIG 29 is a front cross-section of the spi a /cy ind ica force cell shown in F G.

27 showing the protective sheathing and spindle core;

[0072} FIG. 30 illustrates a propulsion embodiment formed of a pair of balanced layered

force cells .showing potential for left, right and axial aligned forces;



[0073] FIG. 3 1 illustrates a propulsion embodiment formed of a pair f balanced

spiral/cylindrical force cells showing on y axial aligned forces:

[0074] FIGS. 32A-32F illustrate a series of propulsion modalities based upo a pair of

either layered or spiral/cylindrical force cells;

75] FIG. 33A illustrates three force cells oriented perpendicular to a fi rs axis in the

tangential direction t provide maximum torque for the purpose riving a generator;

[0076] FIG. 33 illustrates three force ceils oriented parallel to a first axis in the radial

direction providing zero torque;

[0077] FIG. 33C illustrates a side view of the three force cells of F G A and/o F G.

33B along with a block diagram illustrating a power generation application;

[0078] FIG. 34 shows sealing from micro level to macro level;

[0079] FIG. 35A is a set of plots comparing the thrust to weight ratio of a unit volume,

for each of th following configurations: grooves on a single side of non-conducting matrix

material, grooves on both sides of non-conducting matrix material and grooves on a single side

of conducting material The conducting material for the three plots was aluminum with density

2.7 g /cnr A plots are in terms of the unit volume thickness;

[0080 FIG. 35B shows thrust to weight ratio in terms of unit volume thickness for the

normally oriented wedge embodiments for each of three conductor densities: a hypothetical alloy

having a density of g 'cn , aluminum with density o f 2.7 g/c m and gold having density of

19.32 /c f

[ 08 ] FIG. 36 is a top view showing a portion of a sheet of non-conducting matrix

material formed in accordance with another embodiment of the present invention, having a

plurality of nano-scale grooves on a first side thereof and a plurality of nano-scale grooves on a

second side, with the plurality of grooves on the second side being oriented at a angle with

respect to the plurality of grooves on the first side;

[0082] FIG. 37 is a side view of the grooved non-conducting matrix material of FIG. 36;

0083 FIG. 3 is the grooved non-conducting matrix material of FIG. 36, but is shown

after a first conductor has bee coated onto selective portions of the grooves o the first side of



the matrix material, and after a second conductor is coated onto selective portions of the grooves

on the second side of the matrix material;

[0084] FIG. 39 i s a side view of the grooved and coated non-conducting rt a rix material

of FIG. 38 shown wit required flat conducting layer(s) with an optional flat 1 er of matrix

material between conducting layers prior to being joined with the grooved and coated matrix

material; and

[0085] FIG. 4 shows laterally oriented wedges being formed from multiple layers of

the grooved and coated non-conducting matrix material of FIG. 39 with the required conducting

layer or coating and optional flat layer of non-conducting matrix material joined thereto, after

having been rpl!ed/layered to form a portion of three turns or layers of a force cell;

FIG. 40B shows more detail on a single unit volume displaying the parameters

used in calculating force;

[0087 FIG, 4 1 is a top view showing a portion of a sheet of conducting material formed

in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention having a flat first side, and a

second side shaped to include a plurality of nano-scale grooves having any of a saw-tooth,

sinusoidal or free form cross-sectional profiles;

[ 88} FIG 4 is a side view of FIG. 4 1 showing the groove profiles;

[0089] FIG. 43 is a side view of layer of non-condueting matrix material;

[0090] FIG. 44 shows normally oriented wedges being formed from multiple layers of

the grooved conducting material of FIG. 42 interspersed with the iron-grooved, non-conducting

layers of . 43.

00911 As used throughout this specification the word "may" is used in. a permissive

sense . ., meaning having the potential to) rather than the mandatory sense f , meaning

must). Similarly, the words "include * , "including' ' , and "includes ' mean including hut not

limited to

0092 The phrases at least one ” , "one or more ” , and '’and/or ” are open-ended

expressions that are both conjunctive and disjunctive in operation. For example, each of the



expressions "at least one of A, B and C ' "one or more of A, B, and C” and "A, and/or C"

mean all of th following possible combinations: A alone; or B alone; or C alone; or A and B

together; or A and C together; or B and C together; or A, B and C together.

0 Also, the disclosures of all patents, published patent applications, and non-patent

literature cited within this document are incorporated herein in their entirety by reference.

0094 Any approximating language, as used herein throughout the specification and

claims, may be applied to modify· any quantitative or qualitative representation that could

permissibly vary without resulting i a change in the basic function to which it is related.

Accordingly, a value modified by a term such as "about" is not to be limited to the precise value

specified, and ma include values that differ from the specified value. In at least some instances,

a numerical difference provided by the approximating language may correspond to the precision

of an instrument for measuring th value. A numerical difference provided by the approximating

language may correspond to a manufacturing tolerance associated wit the aspect/featured being

quantified, i which an overall tolerance for the aspect/feature may be derived from a stack up

(i.e., the sum) of multiple individual tolerances

9 Furt hermore the described features, advantages, and characteristics of any

particular embodiment disclosed herein, may be combined in any suitable manner with any of

the other embodiments disclosed herein,

[0096] It is further noted that any use herein of relative terms such as "t p " bottom, ”

upper,’ 'lower, " "vertical. ” and "horizontal” are merely intended to be descriptive for the

reader, based on the depiction of those features within the figures for one particular position of

the deviee/apparatus, and such terms are not intended to limit the orientation with which the

device of the present invention may be utilized.

[0097] Cartesian ( , z) and cylindrical (r, Θ, z) coordinates are included in numerous

diagrams for convenience and context and are not intended to limit the orientation with which

the device of the present invention ma be utilized. Ail coordinate systems obey the right hand

rule. A circle with a dot in the middle represents a vector coming out of the drawing. A circle

with an X in the middle represents a vector going into the drawing.

98 FIG. through FIG. 3 pertains to the theoretical basis for the invention.



[0099} FIG s a diagram showing the wedge geometry used for calculating

perpendicular forces to each plate y means of the perfectly conducting wedge (PCW) theory.

These forces c a subsequently be vectorially added to produce an external force along the wedge

angle bisector.

[0 ] F G . 2 is a diagram showing the two wedges formed when an angular plate

intersects a flat plate and the resulting lateral forces (i the x direction) calculated using the PCW

theory;

[00101] FIG. 3A is a graph that plots PCW calculations tor external force along the

direction of the wedge angle bisector against wedge angle, for the wedge geometry shown in

FIG. ;

[00102] F G. 3B is a graph that plots P calculations for lateral force {in the x direction)

against wedge angle, for the wedge geometry shown in FIG. 2;

Laterally Oriented Embodiments

[00103] FIG. FIG. and FIG. 5 depict i cross-section particularly formed and

coated nano-scale grooves formed in accordance with the presently disclosed technology that can

be aggregated first i to layers and then multiple layers into bundles and then multiple bundles

into a layered force cell. Alternately the particularly formed and coated nano-scale grooves can

be aggregated into a single layer that can be wound tightly around a spindle t o form a cylindrical

substructure and multiple cylindrical substructures can be aggregated to form a spiral/cylindrieal

force ce

[ 10 ] FIG. 4 IG FIG. 4 are side views showing a sheet of non-conducting matrix

material 110 1, 12001, 130 respectively tha form a single layer with thickness Z\ \.

im i respectively and which provides the structure to ho d the cavities in place. They are non¬

conductors with low densit and ow dielectric and magnetic permeability constants. As

indicated by the break lines on the sides of the sheet shown in the top view of FIG, 5 the shee

may be as long a desired/required for the force cell, having thousands or eve millions or more

grooves formed therein and the sheet may also be as wide as desired/required. Each layer of

matrix material 1 1001, 12001, 130:01 respectively may have a first side 110 1A, 12 0 1Α,

30 1A respectively which may be f at and a second sid 001 , 12001 B, 13001B

respectively that may be formed with or have manufactured thereon, plurality of nano-scale



grooves each having a first side surface 0 1C . 12 0 C , 1300 C respectively and a second

side surface 1.100 ID, 12001 D, 00 respectively that ma form a saw tooth shape, sinusoidal

corrugation o r free for groove respectively. Each o f the grooves may have an apex 1100 ,

200 1300 I at a first end of the surface 11001C, 120010, 13001C respectively, and a valley

1I001V, 2 IV, 13001V at a second end of the first surface 11 0 1C 12 0 1C 13001C

respectively creating a minimum thickness ζ »π «). The grooves may have an apex-to-apex

spacing i L m, L m respectively a d depth h . The manufacturing method for forming

the grooves may be similar to that used for production of a diffraction grating. Diffraction

gratings can b e manufactured using ruling engines, photolithographic techniques or impressions

from a master template, and may produce from 500 or less to 2000 or more grooves per .

Therefore, in one embodiment, OO m respectively may be less than n to

more than 2000 n . Also, in one embodiment, the depth ht may he less than one micron, and in

another embodiment, it may fee less than ½ of a micron. The horizontal distance from apex to

valley 1 1001 P to 1 0 1V in FIG. 200 1 to 12002V in FIG. 10 and 1300 to 13001V in

FIG. 4 is Special to 11001, a blaze angle is formed by the cross section profile of surface

OO C with the projection o f .1.10018 from 00 1P to the ex t 11001 P. The angle between

the first side surface 0 1C and the second side surface 00 11 a the apex 1100 may e

roughly 90 degrees in one embodiment, and may be slightly larger or smaller in other

embodiments. The tree form shape groove 13 ) is the general case and has monotone

descending slope from apex 13001P to valley 13001 V and monotone ascending slope from

valley 13001V to next apex 130 P and apex and valleys having optional intermediate surfaces

with zero slopes. (F G . 6A shows optional intermediate valley surfaces with zero slopes.

Optional intermediate peak surfaces with zero slope are also possible. Zero slope surfaces are

surfaces that are parallel to first surfaces 1001,4, 1.2001 A and 130 . .) Grooves .11001 and

12 0 1 are special cases o f groove 13001,

{(S 05 Note that while FIG. 4 shows saw-toothed grooves in the non-conducting matrix

material 0 . the sinusoidal shaped corrugations and free-formed shaped grooves shown in

FIGS. 10 and 14 for the matrix material .12001 and 13001 may instead he used in other

embodiments. Also, in other embodiments, a s seen in FIGS. 36-40, grooves m a be used on both

sides o f the matrix materia! 14001, and the grooves may be oriented at an angle ^relative to each

other in the ,y plane to bring strength and rigidity to system, (Note- conductor thickness may



be greater than or equal to . and crossing grooves at angle γ ais allows di to be thinner and to

reduce or eliminate the need for the optional layer 10008). Calculations using the P A show

identical results between wedges resulting from saw-toothed shaped cavities and wedges created

by partially m e a izing sinusoidal corrugations for special eases when the m ali ed portion of

the corrugation is half a corrugation wavelength and when both have the same amplitudes.

Moreover similar manufacturing methods may be used for both.

0 1 6 n va ous propulsion embodiments the non-conducting matrix materials ,

12001, 00 and 14001. may include but not be limited to: polyethylene with a dielectric of .2

to 2.3, and a density of about 0.88 to 0.96 g/ec; polystyrene with a dielectric of 2.4 to 2.7 and a

density of 0.96 to 1 06 g/ee; polypropylene, with a dielectric of 1.6 to 2.4 and a density of 0.85 to

0.95 g cc polyvinyl chloride with dielectric 2.4 to 2.7 and density 1.1 to 1.45 g/cc. n a non-

propulsion embodiment, the matrix materials may be bu not limited t polytetrafluoroethykne

( I PE Teflon ) with dielectric 2.0 and density 2.2 g/cc (Note all dielectric values are relative

values where the dielectric constant for the vacuum is 1, and the dielectric constant for various

materials ranges widely, such as: 80.4 for water; 5-10 for glass; 3 . for mylar; 2.1 for Teflon;

1.43 for porous PTFE electronic substrates manufactured by the Porex Filtration Group: and

1.00059 for air at one atm- see e.g.. “Comparison of Various Low Dielectric Constant

Materials, ' Y i- .i g Cheng. Ch - en Lee. ei- i flung. n-Sha Chen, and Jau-Shiung

. Thin Solid Films . Volume 660 . 30 August 2 Pages 8 -878).

[00 07 As see in FIGS. 4 and 6. 10 and , 14 and 15 the n -grooved first surface

0 1A, 12001 A, 13 0 respectively f the sheet of non-conducting matrix material 11001,

12001, 300 respectively may be coated with a first conductor .1.1003, 12003, 13003

respectively with thickness d. As seen in Fig.3 the first surface 001. is grooved and. selective

portions of the groove are coated with conductor 14002. A second conductor 11 2, 12002,

13002, 14002 respectively may be coated onto selective portions of each of the grooves of

surface B. 1200 B, .3 0 1B, 14001B, which coating may also have a thickness d . The

second conductor 1002, 12002, 13002, 14002 respectively may be coated beginning at, or

beginning proximate to, the apex I P, 12001 I3001P, 1400 1 respectively of the groove

in the matrix material a d may extend a distance toward th valley 1 1V, 12001V, 13001V,

14001V respectively of the groove. In one embodiment the length of the conductor .11002,

002, 3 02 , 14002 respectively coating may be controlled/! imited by the angle i a source



of the conductor in an evaporator may make with the projection of the plane defined b apex

11002P. 120 2P 0 , 4 0 respectively towards the next apex 02P, 12 2P 1 00 ,

14002P respectively. Where the angle φ is not so limited the coating 02, 12002, 13002,

14002 respectively may extend closer towards the valley. In one embodiment, as seen in FIG.

FIG. 11, FIG. 15, FIG. 39 the horizontal distance L from the end of the coaling 110021),

1200211, 1300 2 , 14002 respectively near the valley to the start of the coating at the adjacent

apex 11002P, 12002P, 002 , 14002 may be at least greater than the vertical height A

between the end of the coating at the apex 2 2P, J3002P, 14002P respectively and

the end of the same coating near the valley 1 02 , 120020, 130 2 , 40021 respectively n

one embodiment the coating may be greater than 30 nm thick. In other embodiments, and

depending upon the coating material that is used, and the degree to which is may become

transparent, the thickness may be greater than 0 nm. In the embodiment where first surface

1 0 i grooved, an adjoining flat conducting surface may e provided by coating optional

matrix layer 10008 having thickness z*· provided it may be coated on both sides with

conductor 14003 having thickness d. Optional matrix layer 10008 may be eliminated if

conductor 14003 has thickness di greater than such that the conducting layer can be self

supporting or greater than approximately one quarter to one third the groove peak to peak

distance.

00108 As seen in FIGS. 6. and I S there may be an optional matrix layer 11 0 8

beneath conductor 11003, 12003, 003 respectively having a . thickness 4. This optional matrix-

layer is made of the same materials as 11001. 20 1 and 13001. Any thickness of z greater than

the plasma wavelength ( t.) is counter productive and still greater thickness can lead to a net zero

force output. The plasma wavelength s the shortest wavelength photon, which will interact with

the conductor. Photons with shorter wavelength tend to go through the conductor.

[00109] In different embodiments, the conductors 11002/1 1003, 12002/12003,

3002/ 3 3, 14002/14003 should be good conductors. Since metals conduct electricity due to

the fact that the outermost electrons in their atoms are held by weak forces, allowing electrons to

flow easily from one atom to another, in the context of this disclosure all metals are good

conductors. Some conventional low density metallic conductors include lithium, aluminum,

magnesium titanium, and beryllium alloys. Some non-conventional low density metallic

conductors include films that contain molecular metals as active components see e.g.. "New



Flexible Low-Density Metallic Materials Containing the (I DT-T xBri-A; Molecular

Metals as Active Components, ” Elena La na e t aL, Phys, C e B, 20 1, 105 (45), pp

10 - . Other n -metal li materials may also be good conductors and may be used if

their electrical conductivity is similar to that o f metals. Examples of some conductive non-

metal lie materials are doped silicon and germanium semiconductors, carbon, and polymers such

as py , i and PTh,

0 1 ] n different propulsion embodiments, the conductors 11002/11003, 12002/12003,

13002/1 3003, 1.4002/14003 may be formed any o f the following, or alloys thereof, w th the

goal producing a low density coating material having low plasma wave length examples of

which include but are not limited to: lithium (sp. gr. 0,534 at 20° C , A : 5 to 205 n

beryllium (sp. gr. 1.848 at 20 C , A >: A), magnesium (sp. gr, 1.738 at 20° C , fo N/A),

aluminum (sp. gr, 2.6989 a t 2 '' C , λ : 8 to 100 n ). Note that the density o f any substance in

grams-per-cubic-centimeter is nearly the same numerically as its specific gravity. For non-

propulsion embodiments such as rotary embodiments for power gene ration low density is not as

important. Examples additional conductors include but are not limited to titanium (sp. gr.

4.54, A . cobalt (sp. gr. 8.9, A : N/A), nickel (sp. gr. 8.9, λ : to 150 nm), copper (sp.

gr. 8.96, λ . 14.0. to 170 nm). molybdenum (sp. gr. 10.22, A , silver (sp. gr. .5 : 105 to

170 n ) lead (sp, gr, N/A), tantalum (sp. gr. 16.6. A,: N/A). tungsten (sp. gr. .3, A

A ), gold (sp. gr. 19.32, 5 to 180 nm) and/or platinum (sp. gr. 21.45, A 210 to 280 n ) .

1 1 i n FIGS. 6 , 1, 5 and 39 the cross-sections of the sub-assemblies of m at x

materials, conductors and various groove shapes are 0X, 1200X, 300 Χ and 14 X

respectively and inherit all the characteristics and embodiments o f their constituent parts,

00 112 The cross-section of a unit volume with length O , depth and width

¾ « · (see FIG. ) is depicted with dashed lines in FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 as 005 . The cross-

section o f a unit volume with length depth Znms and width (see FIG. is

depicted with dashed lines in FIG. and FIG. 13 as 12005. The cross-section o f a unit volume

with length depth s a d width (see FIG. ) is depicted with dashed lines in

FIG. 16 and FIG, 17 as 13 005 The cross-section o f a un it volume with length , depth

and width Y u (see FIG. 18) is depicted with dashed lines in FIG. 40 as 14005,



[0 1 The boundaries of Casimir cavities shown n FiG 8A,B, 12, 16 and 4 ,B are

defined by that pa of second conductors n a firs† layer 1002, 12002, 13002 and 14002

respectively that are belo that part of firs† conductors 003, 12003. 3003 and 14003

respectively in a next higher layer. The space between the boundaries may be vacuum (with a

density of zero and relative dielectric of a non-reactive gas with a density and dielectric

constant close to that of vacuum examples of which include t are not limited to: nitrogen,

helium and argon. Alternately, space between boundaries may be filled with more matrix

material Vacuum is the preferred embodiment followed by non-reactive gas.

[00 4 The boundaries of Casimir cavities shown in FIGS. , 13 and 7 are defined by

that part of second conductors in a first layer 002, 12002 and 13002 respectively that are

below that part of first conductor 11003, 12003 and 13003 respectively in a next higher layer. In

this embodiment optional matrix material 10008 is part of the cavity. The space below matrix

material 00S but above 11002, 2002 and 13002 may be vacuum (with a density of zero and

relative dielectric of , a non-reactive gas with a density and dielectric constant close to that of

vacuum examples of which include but are not limited to: nitrogen, helium and argon.

Alternately, space between boundaries may be filled w th more matrix material Vacuum is the

preferred embodiment followed by non-reactive gas.

[ Conductor 02 is shown touching conductor 11003 in FIG. 8, 2002 is shown

touching conductor 12003 in FIG. 2 3002 is shown touching conductor 13003 in FIG 16 and

14002 is show touching conductor 14003 in FIG, 40 which may provide stiction to prevent

layers from moving relative t one another. (Note that the coated sheet matrix material may be

manufactured into a force cel in a vacuum, for vapor deposition of the coatings and stiction to

occur).

[0 16] n FIG, I the active part of the wedge starts where the length of a line

perpendicular to the wedge angle bisector, -which intersects both conductors of the wedge, is the

plasma wavelength distance λµ. The distance from the wedge vertex to these intersections is a

parameter tor determining force output. The same construct is used in the laterally oriented

wedges of FIG. B and F G. 40B.



[00 7 } The amplitude ,4 is the maximum perpendicular distance f om conductor 1100 to

conductor 11002 in FIG. 8A.B and F G. , 12003 to 12002 in FIG. 2 a d FIG. . 13003 to

13002 i FIG. 1 and FIG. 7 and 003 to 14002 in FIG. 4 A B within the same wedge.

[00 The distance is the maximum perpendicular distance fr o conductor 00 to

conductor 11002 in FIG. 8A.B and FIG. 9, 2003 to 12002 in FIG. and FIG. 3. 13003 to

13002 i FIG 6 and FIG. 7 in the adj oining wedge. In FIG. 0 the shortest distance from

conductor 14002 in the top groove of a layer to conductor 14002 in the bottom groove of the

same layer is .

00 11 ] Unit vo me 1100 produces external force 21005. unit volume 12005 produces

external force 22 5, unit volume 13005 produces external force 23005 and unit volume 14005

produces force 24005 n FIGS 8A,B, 12 13 , 17 a d 4 A.B respectively.

[00120} Particular to FIGS. B and 9 where the conducting materials 11002 and 11003

form simple wedges and the perfectly conducting wedge theory can be applied, angle OOT has

value angle POT has value π - , angle OTS has value and angle OUT has value π ~ CL

Similarly for FIG. 4 A B-where conductors 14002 and 14003 form simple wedges angle QOR

has value a, angle R has value π ~ CL angle RTU has value CL angle RTS has value π ~ «and

angle ORT has value 2a .

Normally Oriented Wedge Embodiments

[00121] FIG. 4 through F G. 44 depict in cross-section particularly formed nano-scale

grooves formed in a conducting material in accordance with the presently disclosed technology

interspersed with layers of non-condneting matrix material forming pairs that can be further

aggregated first into layers and then multiple layers into bundles and then multiple bundles into a

layered force cell. The wedges open i a direction perpendicular to the conducting material and

are thus normally oriented wedges. As with laterally oriented wedges, normally oriented wedges

ma have groove profiles that are V-shaped, sinusoidal or free form.

[00122] FIG. 42 shows conducting material 15023 w th V-shaped grooves in surface

15023B and flat surface 2 . The V-shape is shown because it ca be modeled by Perfectly

Conducting Wedge theory, "The grooves have peaks 1.5023P and valleys 15023V with groove

depth of . The peak-to-peak distance is S. The distance between surface 15023B and

surface 15023 A is i . The shortest -distance between line 15023V and surface 02 A s z



with z i having a minimum distance, required o r the integrity of conducting layer 02 , of m .

Distance m may be approximately o e quarter to one third of the distance i Groove

surfaces 15023C an 1 23 D are separated by dihedral angle β . The dihedral angle between the

surface 5023 Β an surface 5023C is a Conducting material 15023 should be a good

conductor in the same way that 1002/1 1003, 12002/12003, 13002/13003, 14002/14003 are

good conductors,

100 123 FIG, 43 shows non-conducting material 15008 with flat surfaces on both sides

separated b distance zi.

[00124] F G 44 shows unit volume 15005 with dimensions

(not shown). Distance Y w is a dimension of the force cell itself In wedge ABC defined by

angle β the plasma wavelength ( d determines the distance from the vertex B to the active part

of the wedge as the length ? . The distal wedge distance C equals R\. For simplicity distance

BA equals distance BC. wedge BEB' defined by angle CL the thickness of the non-conducting

layer 15008 which is Z determines the active part of the wedge t starts at distance EC from

vertex E which equals distance EC', which in turn equals distance Rs. By symmetry there is a

wedge corresponding BEB' with vertex at , that also has angle and distance Rs. The distal

distance R * equals the distances EB and £B' with corresponding symmetric distances for the

wedge with vertex at D. For most angles . thicknesses of non-conductor 15008 greater than the

plasma wavelength of the conducting material result in a net positive force 25005 from un t

volume 15005 as show .

[00.1.25] Formation of various different embodiments of a force cell in accordance with the

presently disclosed technology is discussed in detail hereinafter.

Layered Force Ceil o me ts

[00126] F GS. 8 and 1 shows a multiplicity of unit volumes 11005, 12005, 13005,

14005 or 15005 associated with s b-asse b e cross-sections 1 0 , 1200X. 130 Χ , I400X and

1500X respectively, aggregated into a generally fiat force cell where F G. 18 shows a top view

having dimensions r and Y y . Multiple force cell layers may be further aggregated into a

stack of force cell layers called a bundle as illustrated i FIG. . The N y where « , is

greater tha o r equal to 2) times the unit volume depth (Z e Z Zmm, Z s and Z i ) is



the thickness of the bundle Z u« . The resulting sub-assemblies are then identified as 100

1200B, 1 0 B, 1400B and 1500B depending upon cross-section type and producing bundle force

2 OB, 2200 B. 2300 , 240 and 2500R. Bundle forces are directed at some angle (except for

2400B and 00B which are perpendicular to bundle faces and are horizontal and vertica l

respectively).

(00 7] FIG. 20 shows the active part of the force cell comprised of a multiplicity of

bundles further comprised of bundles of various cross-section types ( I . 1200 , 00B,

00 or 1500B). The thickness of the bundle stack Zvs equals N (where N ia is greater

than or equal to i ) times the bundle thickness Bundle forces may be left leaning, right

leaning depending upon the orientation of the grooves in the bundle or perpendicular to the

bundle faces in the case o f 14 B and 150GB. For the situation where two bundles may have

grooves facing each other, a conducting layer 100 B may be inserted between them so that the

forces that could be produced by the two facing layers are not lost. Conducting layer 0 may

be made of the same materials as conductors 110 2, 3 12 2, 2003 13002, 3 03, 14002,

140 3 and 15023. Unlike the wedge conductors, which were coated onto a matrix material,

1 B must be strong enough to stand-alone. The bundle stack aggregation is identified as

B and produces force 2 FC .

0 128 FIGS. 2 and 22 show top and front views respectively of a force cell having

active portion 0 and dimensions A c YFC and Z C. The active portion may be coated with a

protective sheathing FC 6 and the entire ensemble is represented as F and produces

propulsive force 200FC. In various embodiments examples of various sheathing 1 FC6 options

include but a e not limited to: latex with -a density of . 2 to 0. 6 g c neoprene with a density

.2 to 1.24 g c nylon with a density of . 1 g/cc or any o f the matrix materials or

combinations o f the above materials. The purpose of the sheathing may be to maintain a vacuum

or non-reacting gas, if such is desired, and to keep out contaminants. Examples of non-reacting

gas may be but not limited to: nitrogen, helium and argon.

Spiral Force Cell Embodiments

00 12 ] As shown in FIGS. 23, 24 and 2 5 the coated sheet of matrix materia! having

grooved cross-sections 0 Χ . 12 1300 and 1400X/1400Y may be rolled into a plurality

of windings to form a spiral cross-sectional shape. FIG. 23 shows a front view of the spiral



unrolled having length p i = N r times it times height Zs i i with the

grooves oriented in the Θ direction. FIG 24 a side view with layer thickness os,

Z s and Z S oriented in the r direction. FIG. 25 is a top vievv showing the spira shape rolled

around axis 3002 and having inner radius s and outer radius s r and difference of radii

of/??. Although the spiral appears joose in FIG. 25 in order to see he spiral shape, the spiral in

actuality is tightly wound with conductors 0 2, 12002 and .13002 in one layer touching

conductors , 12003 and 003 n an adjoining layer, or alternately conductors 1 2,

12002 and 13002 touching spacer layer 1 008 in an adjoining layer (see FIGS. , 9 12, 13, 1

and 1 , or conductor 14002 in 0X touching conductor 14003 in 1400V (see FIGS. 39 and

40). The tightly wound spirals thus formed are identified a DOS, 1200S, 1300$ o 1400S

depending upon their groove shape and whether the matrix material is grooved on one side or

two.

[00130] FIGS. 26 and 27 show how a multiplicity of concentric spirals having variou

groove cross-sections 10 . 1200,$, 1300$ and 1400$ for ed around axis 3002 can be further

aggregated to form the active part of a spiral/cylindrical force cell with inner radius R and

outer radius R r and radius difference ?r and height In situations where the outermost

grooves of an inner spiral face the innermost grooves of an outer spiral a conducting layer

1 0SD may be inserted between them so that the forces that could be produced by the two facing

layers are not lost. Conducting layer ! O S may be made of the same materials as conductors

11002. 11003 12002. 12003, 13002. 13003, 14002 and 14003. Unlike the wedge conductors,

which were coated onto a matrix material, 10 must be strong enough to stand-alone. The

force cell aggregate thus formed is identified as 1 . and produces force 200SC,

131| FIGS. 28 and 29 show top and front cross-sections of a spiral/cylindrical force

cell identified as SC, for ed around axis 3002. The act ve portion 100 S may have

protective sheathing 10SC6. In various embodiments examples of various sheathing C

options include but are not limited to: latex with a density of 0.92 to 0.96 g/cc, neoprene with a

density of 1.2 to .24 g/cc, nylon with a density of 1.1 g/cc or any of the matrix materials or

combinations of the above materials. The purpose of the sheathing may be to maintain a vacuum

or non-reacting gas, if such is desired, and to keep out contaminants. Examples of non-reacting

gas may be but not limited to: nitrogen, helium and argon. The active portion 1 s formed

around a spindle 1 SC7. The spindle can be made of the same materials as the sheathing. The



only restriction on the radius of the spindle is that it be strong enough to withstand the winding

process. Force cell SC produces Force 2 0SC .

Harnessing Force Cells for Propulsion

0132 FIG. 0 shows an embodiment for propulsion purposes comprised of a pai of

force ceils 1 0 FC and 100FC*'. The asterisks mean that C and 00FC are comprised

of one or more standard sized force ce s 0 FC and FC respectively, having forces of the

same magnitude and direction. Force cel 1 0FC is simply force cell 100FC rotated .8 0 degrees

around the a s. The harness containing 10 FC * is attached t o structural axis 3006, which in

turn is attached perpendicularly to structural axis 3001, which in turn is attached to vehicle frame

4000. Force ceil aggregates 100FC* and 00FC produce propulsive forces 200FC* and

200FC”' that may be symmetric around axis 3001. Force cell aggregates 100FC* and 0 FC*

can rotate and counter rotate by means of actuators ( ot shown) around axes 3003 and 3 3

respectively i n such a way that the vector su of forces 2 0F C * and 200FC*' is along axis

3001, allowing for the collective force along axis 300 to he directly measured with a sensor, not

shown. In this embodiment structure, actuators, sensors and controllers are not shown because

they are possibly *off the shelf and application specific.

[00133] FIG. 3 1 shows a typical embodiment for propulsion purposes comprised of a pair

of cylindrical forc cells 10 SC * that work analogously to the embodiment of flat-layered force

ceils depicted in FIG. 30.

[00134] FIGS. 32A-32F show how various propulsion modalities can be obtained from the

embodiment o f FIG. 30 and 3 1 F G 32A depicts maximum propulsion, FIG. 328 depicts zero

propulsion. FIG. 32C depicts intermediate propulsion, FIG. 32D depicts reverse propulsion. FIG.

32E depicts single axis vectored propulsion and FIG. 32F depicts double axis vectored

propulsion. Note that in the case of single axis vectored prop ulsion forces 20OFC* and 200FC*'

or alternately forces 200SC* and 0SC* do not add up in the direction of axis 3001 and thus

must be calculated, but takes up less space. A variation of the arrangement shown in F G . 32E

would replace 100FC*' ( SC * ) with another 1O0FC* FC*) and remove the swivel from

axis 30 1. directly connecting structural axis 300 with rotational axis 3003, which would allow

vectored propulsion in onl one plane and would conserve space even more. Double axis



vectored propulsion forces 200FC* 20 S ) a d F * (2 0SC add up n the direction of

3001 and ean be directly measured.

rnes g Force Cells for Power Generation

(00135} FIG. 3 -C depicts a typical embodiment force cells, either flat 1 0FC or

cylindrical 100SC, for power production. Shown in FIG. 3 . forces 200FC* (200SC*) are

perpendicular t axes 3007 producing torque causing axis 3005 t rotate. In turn axis 3005 can

be optionally connected to generator 5000. In FIG. 33B forces 20 FC* 200SC * are parallel to

axes 3007 resulting in zero torque. Th distance between axis 3005 and 3003 along axis 3007 is

torque lever Though only three torque levers are shown i this diagram any number of

levers greater than two is possible space permitting. Moreover, there is no limit on the number

of torque lever lengths except rotational symmetry and space. FIG. 33C shows a block diagram

showing how the torque generator of FIG. 3 and 33B Incorporated into an electrical

genera on system.

FIG. 34 shows an organizational diagram that shows the relationship between

various embodiments and their sub-assemblies. Though FIGS, 38 to 44 show only a saw-tooth

groove embodiment, groove shapes may be sinusoidal or tree form as wel .

0 7 FIG. 35A is a set of plots comparing the thrust to weight ratio of unit volumes

005, 14005 and 15005 expressed in units of Earth gravities, or each of the following

configurations: grooves on a single side of non-conducting matrix material grooves on both

sides of non-conducting matrix material and grooves on a single side of conducting material. The

conducting material for the three plots was aluminum with density 2.7 gm A All plots are in

terms of the unit volume thickness:

[0 8} FIG. 35B shows thrust to weight ratio in terms of unit volume thickness for the

normally oriented wedge embodiments for each of three conductor densities: a hypothetical alloy

having a density of g n aluminum with density of 2,7 g/enfo and gold having density of

1 g/cnr *.

0139 For laterally oriented wedges, the acceleration (in the x direction) results from a

lateral (in the direction) component of force 21 05 on mass M m or force 24005 on mass



Mums. For norma y oriented wedges the acceleration (in the ∑direction) results from normal

force 25 05 on mass m . All plots are i terms of the thickness o the unit volumes Z

Z and Z o .

[00140] The effectiveness of flying vehicle propulsion systems depends upon its thrust to

weight ratio, which is the ratio of the thrust the engine produces to engine weight. Its importance

can be illustrated by the role it played in the development of the first aircraft. At the time of the

Wright brothers Flyer, steam engines existed that ad the power to propel the aircraft. However

they were much too heavy. It was the appearance of th internal combustion engine with its

lighter weight and thus higher thrust to weight ratio that allowed the Wright Flyer to work.

001 The analogous concept or a force cell is he force per unit mass, which is its

intrinsic acceleration. When that acceleration is expressed in terms of Earth gravities i t is in fact

the thrust to weight ratio.

Calculating intrinsic acc er at ion T hrus to weight ratio

[001421 The following sample calculations provide examples of possible capabilities of

force cells. They are not optimized and in some cases involve some -simplifications to what is

disclosed in the specification in order to provide increased clarity. A sample calculation will be

provided for each of the single sided laterally oriented wedge embodiments (FIG. 4 to FIG 8 ,

t e double-sided laterally oriented wedge embodiments (FIG. 36 to FIG. 4 ) and. the normally

oriented wedge embodiments (F G. to FIG 44). All wedges considered are simple straight

edge wedges that are amenable to Perfectly Conducting Wedge theory.

[00 4 Intrinsic acceleration is obtained by dividing the external force output of a unit

volume (21005 for single sided laterally oriented wedge embodiments, 24005 for double sided

laterally oriented wedge embodiments and 250 5 for normally oriented wedge embodiments) by

the mass of the unit volume. The thrust to weight ratio is obtained by dividing the Intrinsic

acceleration b y Earth normal gravitational acceleration gE=9.8 m/sec2 or 980 cm/sec 2 ) .

[ 0144 According to the perfectly conducting wedge theory the magnitude of total force

perpendicular to a wedge surface for the wedge shown in FIG. I is:



Equation 8 Is derived from Equation where the relative dielectric constant a relative

magnetic permeability are the dielectric and permeability of the cavity material - the material

between the wedge laces.

[00145] The direction of the wedge surface perpendicular force goes from the material

with the higher relative dielectric constant or optical density to that of the lower. In the ensuing

calculations ll materials both conductors and non-conductors are on-magne c meaning that

one can assume the relative magnetic permeability of materials to be f. s = µ . For simplicity,

the relative dielectric constants w ll be assumed to be for non-conductors a d Infinite for

conductors. With &f = o= 1 and µ = ~ Equation 8 becomes Equation 2.

Thrust to Weight Ratio for Single Sided Laterally Oriented Wedge Embodiments

[00146] From the geometry of the wedges depicted in FIG. 8 and FIG. 8B one can

calculate thrust to weight ratio for a unit volume of single sided, lateral ly oriented wedge profile

force cell in terms of the unit volume thickness i . For simplicity r f is calculated

instead of 2 5 and is actually less than 21005. Varying the length depicted In the drawings

modifies the unit volume thickness. The following are held constant having more or less

arbitrary values: wedge angles ~ 0.2 π, β —nil, length 4 - 50 nm, plasma wavelength -

m.

4 Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the faces of wedge

00 148 Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the faces of wedge POT:

[00149] Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the faces of wedge GTS

[001501 Calcula ting the magni tude of forces perpendicular to the faces of wedge T :



00 5 1 Cal culating the external lateral force for the system o f wedges:

0 52 The mass o f the unit volume 1 is calculated as;

:5 3 ] n this calculation the following values were used; force cell width Yi.ity«r
~ cm,

force ceil groove and unit volume width L s - µηι, conductor thickness ~ 3Q m

The density o f a conductor is assumed to be 2.7 g cm3 for aluminum.

The unit volume thickness Z u ) is defined as:

epth , is defined as

0 5 ] The density o f the non-conducting matrix material used is: , - g/cm 3

The thrust to weight version o f intrinsic acceleration becomes:

(Notice that the force cell width ¾ cancels out of the calculation.)

The intrinsic acceleration is shown in the plot o f FIG 3 5A for the conductor density being that of

alum um .

Thrust to Weight Ratio for Double Sided Laterally Oriented Wedge Embodiments

[0 6 From the geometry o f the wedges depicted in F G. 40A and FIG. 4 B one ca

calculate thrust to weight ratio for a uni volume of double sided, laterally oriented wedge profile

force cell in terms o f the unit volume thickness (Z ). For simplicity, FIG. 4 shows the

grooves o n each side of non-conducting matrix material 14001 aligned on top of each other with

the angle equal to zero. Making the /angle zero increases the lateral force somewhat but

aligning the grooves over each other as shown in F G , 4 B reduces the lateral force somewhat,

reducing the effect o f the simplification. Varying the length zz depicted in the drawings modifies



the unit volume thickness. The following are held constant with the more or less arbitrary values:

wedge angles -- 2 . β ~ π 2 length - 350 r . plasma wavelength A 30 n

Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the laces of wedge QOR;

[ 0 5 Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the faces wedge OR

Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the faces wedge R

Calculating the external lateral force for the system of wedges:

00 The mass of the unit volume 14005 is calculated as;

00 62 Additional parameters are; Z - pm, \ - 50 ra , - Q, Y - cm

The density o f a conductor ¾, „/ is 2 7 g/cn for aluminum.

The unit volume thickness i s is defined as:

[00 3 Groove depth h t is defined as:

h - .t sin · cos

0 64 The thrust to weight version of intrinsic acceleration is thus:

(Notice that the force cell width cancels out of the calculation.)



The intrinsic acceleration is shown in the plot of FIG A for the conductor density being that o f

alu inum

[00165] From the geometry of the wedges depicted in FIG 44 one can calculate thrust to

weight ratio for a unit vol ume of normally oriented wedge profile force cell in terms of the unit

volume thickness Z . Varying the lengths z and zz depicted in the drawings modifies the

unit volume thickness. For simplicity is made to be equal to zz- The following are held

constant with the more or less arbitrary values: wedge angles = A, β - π 2 plasma

wavelength - 30 am. L - I .

[ 166] Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the laces of wedge A C:

β

{001671 Calculating the magnitude offerees perpendicular to the faces of wedge ΒΈΒ

[001681 Calculating the magnitude offerees perpendicular to the faces of wedge FA B

[0 16 ] Calculating the magnitude of forces perpendicular to the faces of wedge G J

[001 70] Calculating the external normal force for the system of wedges:

sin) | ·F s )



[ 7 ] The mass of the unit volume 005 is calculated as:

[00172] The density of the conductor w is a variable being: g n 3 fo some

hypothetical a lloy 2.7 g/'cnr' for aluminum and 9.32 g/cn for gold.

The unit volume thickness i s defined as:

The intrinsic acceleration in terms of Earth gravities is thus:

(Notice that the force ceil width ¾ · cancels out of the calculation.)

The intrinsic acceleration is shown in the plot of FIG 35A for the conductor density being that of

aluminum and in FIG. 35B for the conductor densities being that of a hypothetical alloy,

aluminum and gold.

[00 75 The thrust to weight ratio or intrinsic acceleration was calculated for a single unit

volume. But because both mass and force scale the same way, the intrinsic acceleration fo

unit volumes is the same as for o e. Inversely, the number of unit volumes in a force ceil is the

total volum o f the force el divided by the unit volume or the total mass divided by the mass of

a unit volume. Not only is the intrinsic acceleration of a force cell independent of the volume and

ass but also it Is independent of a dimensions making t p the volume. Note that some

allowance must b given for the sheathing.

Some Observ ations fro the Plots of FIG. 5 and FIG. 3

[00176] For al the plots of both FIG. 35A and FIG. 35B, as the layer or unit volume

thickness becomes smaller the intrinsic acceleration reaches a maximum then falls precipitously.

FIG. 35A shows that for a particular conductor density, the single sided laterally oriented wedge

embodiment performs the best for small layer thickness. But as layer thickness increases the



double sided laterally oriented wedge embodiment perf r almost twice as good as either the

single sided laterally oriented wedge embodiment or the normally oriented wedge embodiment.

FIG. 35B shows that the normally oriented wedge embodiment shows particular sensitivity to

conductor density. t would not be expected that the laterally oriented embodiments would show

such sensitivity since conductors make up proportionately smaller parts of their mass. However

the mass sensitivity of the normally oriented wedge embodiment works both ways. For a really

light conductor such as an alloy containing lithium, the normally oriented wedge embodiment

significantly outperforms the singe sided laterally oriented wedge embodiment for smaller layer

thickness and can perform at least as well as the doubly sided laterally oriented wedge

embodiments for large layer thicknesses.

017?} Of course all embodiments will see improvements by reducing the density and

even the relative dielectric constant of the non-conducting matrix material. Besides using less

dense materials a d making layers as thin as possible it might be possible to optionally inject

non-conductors with nano-bubbles. Styrofoam is a familiar form f plastic made by inserting air

bubbles into styrene plastic. The bubbles in Styrofoam are much too large to be useful i the

non-conductors. The bubbles should be in the nano-meter range. Such small bubbles have been

successfully inserted into water and are stable at the nano-scale The insertion of nano-bubbles

into a plastic polymer is seeing advances that may further aid production of embodiments

disclosed herein. See e.g., P. A. O ' Connell and . B . McKenna. A Novel Nano-bubble Inflation

Method for Determining the Viscoelastic Properties of trathin Polymer Films, The Journal of

Scanning Microscopies. Vo . , 184- 1 2008 . Wiley Periodicals, Inc.; and Dollekamp E. et

al, iectroch mi a y induced Nanobubbles between Graphene and Mica. Langmuir . 2016 uly

5;32(26);6582-90, dot: 0 , 1 1/aes.langmuir.6bOQ777.

PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS O F THE INVENTION

00 78 Force cells can be embodied to provide vehicle propulsion, where FIGS. 1 2

and 30 show multiple flat layer propulsion embodiments and FIGS. 23 - 29 and 3 1 show the

spiral and/or cylindrical propulsion embodiments. Flat and Spiral/Cylindrical force cells can also

be embodied to provide power where FIGS. 33A-33C show the power embodiment. Standard

sized force cells allow for mass production for use in either propulsion or power embodiments.



[0 9 The propulsion mass n of a vehicle will be 'ffi where i the number of

force cells comprising vehicle's propulsion syste and l is the mass of a force cell, If ail

force vectors are pointing in the same direction, the following simplified relation holds:

0 8 Given an intrinsic acceleration the vehicle acceleration wil be for a particular

ass fraction:

if · i i t i re v Mpvop c ar - 1 )

00 18 ] Thus for a particular intrinsic acce leration which is technology dependent the

same propulsion to total vehicle mass fraction will give the same maximum vehicle acceleration

no matter the size of the vehicle, providing all the force cell acceleration vectors are pointing in

the same direction.

[00 2 FIGS. 5A and 35B show that the force cel has considerable potential for

technological improvement. Early embodiments of the force cell will probably have thicker

. o r Z m and thus smaller thrust to weight ratio.

[00183] Force cells with thrust to weight ratio less than I r could be useful for in-space

propulsion even enabling round trips to the Moon and Mars. Landings on the Moon and Mars

might be possible with sufficiently high propulsion to vehicle mass fraction (bin still less than 1

gffi Unfortunately such vehicles would require boosting into orbit from Earth using a

conventional rocket thus increasing their cost of use and reducing their value as a startup

application.

[ 1 4] The usefulness of force cells with thrust to weight ratio greater than l gr depends

upon how much greater and what ki d of mass fractions it enables. With a thrust to weight ratio

as little as 1.2 g , a vehicle with rocket like mass fractions could directly travel nto space. Once

there it would be ab e land and take-off on the Moon and Mars. However, its cargo carrying

capability would be small

0185] Force cells with thrust to weight ratio of a bit more than double the 1.22 g or

about 2 5 gE could provide propulsion to a vehicle wit aircraft like mass fractions with aircraft



like cargo carrying capability and yet be capable of traveling into space and between planets and

moons t would also b capable of taking off and landing vertically and then traveling at

hypersonic speeds above the atmosphere for point-to-point service anywhere on Earth without

special thermal protection requirements. In space with constant vehicle acceleration and

deceleration o f , a trip to the Moon could be accomplished in a little over three hours while a

trip t Mars could be made i two to four days. Amazingly a robotic probe could reach Alpha

Centauri in about five years and with subsequent transmission of data of four years, result in a

mission time o f nine years, or the mission t e of NASA ' s New Horizons Mission.

6 Still higher thrust to weight ratios could enable silent flying cars with surface ear

cargo carrying capabilities. Basically; higher thrust- o- eight ratios mean more applications can

exist. However a first application needs to start small Luckily, the physics of the force cell is

amenable to starting small as opposed to technologies such as fusion or space solar power where

the physics requires large initial investment, or even rockets, which are bound by the exponential

nature foe rocket equation. Initial force cell applications should provide high value-added and

require o ly small numbers of manufactured items.

Starting Small

00 87 A startup class force cell with thrust to weight ratio greater than but less than 2

Ε could enable a small high altitude long endurance scientific, surveillance or communication

drone. There is currently no competition for vehicles that can go higher than a balloon and stay-

up longer than a sounding rocket. Revenue from smaller applications can facilitate progression to

larger app!i c ion .

18 Power generation can follow the same strategy as that of propulsion with smaller

high value low manufacturing volume markets coming first with gradual immersion into mass

markets. Thus a natural first market would be the powering of space vehicles. Force cell based

power generation could be more compact than comparatively powered solar cell technology, but

would be increasingly advantageous in space missions further from the sun. With maturi ty force

ce l power generation could be a part of the power system in electric cars, t rains sea vessels,

homes, offices and factories as well as directly powering appliances.

Power Output of a Torque Generator



( 1 9 The power output of a torque generator P is the time rate of change of the kinetic

energy T of the rotating system or:

!: is the oment of inertia, to is the rotational velocity t- is the output torque, Mr is the mass of

a force ceil, F s the force cell rotational force, is the intrinsic acceleration of the force cell

and R is the torque lever.

However the centrifugal force is:

The power output is directly proportional to the force cell rotational force, the torque lever and

the angular or rotational velocity intrinsic acceleration is the rotational force cell force divided

by the force cell mass, therefore force ce l mass is not a factor in power output. On the other

hand, the centrifugal force is proportional to the force cell mass, the torque lever and the square

of the rotational velocity. The only parameter in the power output that is not in the centrifugal

force is the force cell rotational force. So the best way to increase power output is to increase

force cell rotational force and the worst way is to increase rotational velocity.

[00 90 While illustrative implementations of one or more embodiments of the present

invention are provided hereinabove, those skilled in the art a d having the benefit of the present

disclosure wil appreciate that further embodiments ma be implemented with various changes

within the scope of the present invention. Other modifications, substitutions omissions an

changes may be made in the design, size materials used or proportions, operating conditions,

assembly sequence, or arrangement or positioning of elements an members of the exemplary

embodiments without departing from the spirit of this invention.

0 1 1 Accordingly, the breadth and scope of the present disclosure should not be limited

by any of the above-described example embodiments but should be defined on y in accordance

with the following claims and them equivalents.



CLA S

I Claim:

. A force cell comprising:

a) a first non-conducting atrix layer having a thickness defined b a top surface and a

bottom surface:

b) wherein said first matrix layer has a first plurality of grooves beginning at said top

surface and extending a distance into said first matrix layer t a depth, and sa d first plurality of

grooves extending across at least a portion of said top surface; and wherein said first matrix layer

has a second plurality of grooves beginning at said bottom surface and extending said distance

into said first matrix layer to a depth, said second plurality of grooves extending across at least a

portion of said bottom surface;

c wherein each of said first plurality of grooves comprise a descending surface extending

from an apex proximate to said top surface of said first matrix layer, terminating at a low point

and an ascending surface extending fro where said descending surface terminates, to next apex

in said top surface of said first matrix layer; and wherein each of said second plurality of grooves

comprise a descending surface extending from an apex proximate to said bottom surface of said

first matrix layer, terminating at a low point and an ascending surface extending from where said

descending surface terminates to next apex in said bottom surface of said first matrix layer;

d a conductive coating over at least a portion of each said descending surface of each

said groove said top and bottom surfaces of said first matrix layer beginning at an apex;

e) a first conducting sheet having a top surface and bottom surface;

f wherein coated descend ing surface of each said groove of said bottom surface of said

first matrix layer is in contact with top surface of said first conducting sheet;

g a second non-conducting matrix layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and

a bottom surface;

h) wherein said second matrix layer has a first plurality of grooves beginning at said top

surface and extending a distance i to said second matrix layer to a depth, and said first plurality

of grooves extending across at least a portion of said top surface: and wherein said second matrix



layer has a second plurality of grooves beginning at said bottom surface and extending said

distance into said second matrix layer to a depth, said second plurality of grooves extending

across at least a portion of said bottom surface;

i wherein each of said first plurality of grooves comprise a descending surface extending

from an apex proximate to said top surface of said second atri layer, terminating at a Low

point and an ascending surface extending from -where said descending surface terminates, to next

apex n said top surface of said second matrix layer; and wherein each of sai d second plurality of

grooves comprise a descending surface extending from an apex proximate to sa d bottom surface

of said second matrix layer, terminating at a low point a d an ascending surface extending from

where said descending surface terminates, to next apex in said bottom surface of said second

matrix layer;

j ) a conductive coating over at least a portion of each said descending surface of each said

groove in sai top and bottom surfaces of said second matrix layer beginning at an apex;

k wherein coatings of grooves of top surface of second matrix layer are in contact with

botto surface of first conducting sheet;

) a second conducting sheet having; a top surface and bottom surface;

m) wherein coated descending surface of each sa d groove of said bottom surface o f said

second matrix layer is in contact with top surface of said second conducting sheet;

wherein said coated descending surface for each groove of sa d top surface o f a matrix

layer and bottom surface of a conducting sheet create wedges;

o wherein said coated descending surface for each groove of said bottom surface of a

matrix layer and top surface of a conducting sheet create wedges:

p wherein each said coated descending surface of each said groove in said top surface of

a matrix layer create a first Casimir force perpendicular to said descending surface of each said

groove, and wherein each bottom surface of said conducting sheet create a second Casimir force

perpendicular to said bottom surface of said conducting sheet;

wherein each said coated descending surface of each said groove in said bottom

surface of a matrix layer create a third Casimir force perpendicular to said descending surface of



said grooves of said bottom surface, a d wherein each top surface of said conducting sheet create

a fourth Gasimir force perpendicular to said top surface of said conducting sheet;

r wherein said first, second, third and fourth Casimir forces combine to provide a net

force in a direction.

2 The force cell according to claim wherein a plurality of said grooved and coated first matrix

layers, said first conducting sheets, said grooved and coated second matrix layers, and said

second conducting sheets are stacked t fo r a force cell bundle.

The force cell according t claim 2 wherein a plurality of said force cell bundles are stacked to

form a force ceil.

. The force cell according to claim wherein said grooved and coated first matrix layer, said

first conducting sheet are rolled into a spiral.

5 . The force cell of claim , wherein each of said grooves of said top surface of said first and

second mat x layers are substantially parallel; wherein each of said grooves of said bottom

surface of said first and second matrix layers are substantially parallel and wherein said grooves

of said top and bottom surfaces of said first and second matrix layers are oriented at an angle

gamma that may be between 0" and 90° of each other; wherein a said angle gamma of °

produces the maximum lateral force but minimum structural rigidity, while a said angle gamma

of produces about 71% of maximum lateral force and maximum structural rigidity, while a

said angle greater than 90° produces both less lateral force and less structural rigidity.

6. The force cell of claim , wherein each said matrix layer is formed of a non-conducting

material having low density, preferably having a specific gravity of or less, being non¬

magnetic, having a relative dielectric constant as close to as possible.

7. The force cell of claim 6, wherein for propulsion embodiments each said matrix layer may be

formed of one or more of but not be limited to: polyethylene with a dielectric of .2 to 2.3, and a

density of about .88 to 96 g/cc, polystyrene wit a dielectric of 2.4 to 2.7 and a density of 0.96

to 1.06 g/ec, and polypropylene with a dielectric of .6 to 2.4 and a density of 0 85 to 0.95 g/cc,

polyvinyl chloride with dielectric 2.4 to 2.7 and density l . to 1.45 g/cc; wherein for non-

propulsion embodiments such as rotary embodiments for power generation each said matrix



layer may additionally be formed of one or more of but ot be limited to: po ytetra o r t y e e

PT E, T l n with dielectric 2.0 and density 2.2 g/cc.

8. The force cell according to claim 7, wherein said dielectric constant and density of said matrix

layer material can be lowered through injection of nano-bubbles.

9 . The force cell of claim wherein each of said conducting layers and said conducting coatings

is a good conductor with conductivity comparable to that of a metal, with low density, preferably

having a specific gravity as close to as possible and a small plasma-wavelength (fo}, where

said plasma wavelength is the shortest wavelength that a photon interacts with a conductor

shorter wavelength photons tending to pass through, with i) to 1 0 n being considered low.

. The force e of claim wherein for propulsion embodiments, each of said conducting

layers, said conducting coatings and said conducting sheets may be comprised of one of the

following conductors or al oys thereof t produce a said good conductor with low density and

associated plasma wavelength, examples of which include but -are not limited to: lithium (sp. gr.

0.534 at 20° C ; fo 0 to 205 n ), beryllium (sp. gr. 1.84 at 20° C fo: A ), magnesium (sp.

gr. 1.738 at 20° C; fo : NA), a d aluminum (sp. gr. 2.6989 at 20° : 8 to 100 nm ; wherein

for non-propulsion embodiments such as rotary embodiments for power generation, each of said

conducting layers, said conducting coatings and said conducting sheets may be comprised o f one

of the additional conductors or alloys thereof t produce a said good conductor and associated

density and plasma wavelength, exam es of which include but are not limited to: titanium (sp.

gr. .54, fo>: N/A), cobalt (sp. gr. 8.9. fo A ). nickel (sp. gr. 8.9, fo 0 to 150 run), copper

(sp. gr 8.96, for 40 to 170 nm). molybdenum (sp gr .22, fo: N/A), silver (sp. gr. 10.5, fo:

105 to 170 nm), lead (sp. gr. 1.35, fo: N/A). tantalum (sp. gr. 16.6. fo: N/A). tungsten (sp. gr.

19.3, fo: N/A), gold (sp. gr .32, fo 135 to 0 nm) and/or platinum (sp. gr. 21.45, fo: 21.0 to

2 0 nm).

1 . The force cell according to claim Wherein each of said plurality of grooves typically have

an ap - o-ap ex spacing greater than said plasma wavelength for conductor.

12. The force cell of claim 9 wherein said conducting coating have a thickness in the range of

greater than 10 nano-meters to about nano-meters.



33 . The force ce of claim 9 wherein each said conducting sheet has a thickness of less than one

quarter to ore than one third the apex-to-apex spacing depending upon said angle gamma,

where the closer the said angle gamma is to 0, the greater the thickness of the conducting sheet

and where the closer the said angle gam a is to 90 the thinner the thickness of the conducting

sheet can be.

4 . The force cell of claim 1, wherein said thickness of each of said matrix layer is greater than

or equal to the thickness at which force cell achieves maximal intrinsic acceleration, typically

greater than three quarters to one and one: quarter microns and typically less than 50 microns.

5 The force cel according to claim 1 wherein said depth of each said plurality of grooves in

said matrix layers is less than one half the thickness of said matrix layers.

1.6. The force cell according to c lai 3 wherein said force cell is enclosed wit a sheath material,

examples of which comprise but are not limited to: latex with a density of 0.92 to 0 96 g/cc,

neoprene with density of 1.2 o .24 g nylon with a density of 1 1 g c or said matrix

material; and wherein said enclosed force cell empty spaces are preferably vacuum or filled with

a non-reacting gas examples of which include but are not limited to: nitrogen, helium and argon.

17. The force cell according to claim 4 wherein said first matrix layer together with said

conducting coatings on said grooves and said first conducting sheet and is rolled into a plurality

of windings to form a spiral around a spindle that has an axis; wherein said spindle axis is also

the axis of said spiral; wherein said spiral, each part of said winding is at a radius from the axis:

wherein each said groove n each said winding is aligned perpendicularly to said axis and

approximately perpendicular to said radius at said part of said winding;

18 . The force cell according to claim 4 wherein each said apex of coated groove in said top

surface of said first matrix layer is in contac with said bottom surface of current winding of

conducting sheet of said spiral and each said apex of coated groove in said bottom surface of said

first matrix layer is in contact with top surface of previous winding of conducting sheet of said

spiral;

. The force cell according to claim: 4 wherein said force ee ! is enclosed w h a sheath material

examples of which comprise but. are not limited to: latex with a density of 0.92 to 0.96 g/cc,

neoprene with a density of 1.2 to 1.24 g/cc, nylon with a density of L g/cc or sa d matrix



material; and wherein said enclosed force cell empty spaces are preferably vacuum or filled with

a non-reacting gas examples of which include but are not limited to: nitrogen, helium a d argon.

2 . The force cell according to claim wherein an optional surface of zero slope, being parallel

to said top surface of said first and second matrix layers, extends from where said descending

surface of said first plurality of grooves terminates at a lo point to said ascending surface; an

optional surface of zero slope along the said top surface of sa d first and second matrix layers

extending from where said ascending surface of said first plurality of grooves terminates at next

apex to next descending surface; an optional surface of zero slope, bei g parallel to said bottom

surface of said first and second matrix layers, extends from where said descending surface of

said second plurality of grooves terminates at a low point to said ascending surface, an optional

surface of zero slope along the said bottom surface of said first and second matrix layers

extending f om where said ascending surface of said second plurality of grooves terminates at

next apex to next descending surface.

21. A force cell comprising:

a ) a first non-conducting matrix layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and a

bottom surface;

b wherein said first matrix layer comprises a plurality of grooves beginning at said top

surface and extending a distance into said first matrix layer to a depth, and said plurality of

grooves extending across at least a portion of said top surface:

c) wherein each of said grooves of said first matrix layer comprise a descending surface

extending from a apex proximate to said top surface of said first matrix layer, terminating at a

low point and an ascending surface extending from where said descending surface terminates to

a next apex said first matrix layer;

d) a first conducting layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and a bottom

surface, said top surface of said first conducting layer being in contact with said bottom surface

of sa d first matrix layer;

e a conducting coating on at least a portion of each said descending surface of each said

groove of said first matrix layer beginning at its apex;

f a second non-conducting matrix layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and a

bottom surface;



g) wherein said second matrix layer comprises a plurality of grooves beginning at its top

surface and extending into said second matrix layer to a depth, and extending across at least a

portion of its top surface;

wherein each of said grooves of said second matrix layer comprise a descending

surface extending from an apex proximate to said top surface of said second matrix Layer,

terminating at a low point, and an ascending surface extending from where said descending

surface terminates t a next apex of said second matrix layer;

i) a second conducting layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and a bottom

surface, said top surface o f said second conducting layer being in contact with said bottom

surface of sa d second matrix layer;

j a conducting coating on at least a portion of each said descending surface of each said

groove f said second matrix layer, beginning at a respective said apex of said second matrix

layer;

wherein at least a portion of each said conducting coating on said descending surf e

of said groove of said second matrix layer contacts said bottom surface of said first conducting

layer;

wherein each said coated descending surface of said second matrix layer and said

conducting layer for said first matrix layer create wedges;

j wherein each said coated descending surface for each of said first and second matrix

layers create a first Casimir force perpendicular to said descending surface, and wherein each of

said first and second conducting layers create a second Casimir force perpendicular t said

bottom surface of each said conducting layer; and

n wherein said first and second Casimir forces combine to provide a net force

22. The force cell according to claim 21, wherein a dielectric constant of each of said non¬

conducting m atri layers is greater than . and less than a dielectric constant of each of said first

and second conducting layers and said conducting coatings.

23. The force cell according to claim 22, wherein each of said grooves of said first and second

matrix layers are substantially parallel.

24. The force cell according to claim 23, wherein each said matrix layer is formed of a non¬

magnetic material.



25. The force cell according to claim 24. wherein each of said plurality of grooves have an apex-

to-apex spacing greater than a plasma wavelength of said conducting coatings and said

conducting layers.

26. The force ceil according to claim d wherein each of said conducting layers and said

conducting coatings have a thickness greater than nano-meters

2 . The force cell according to claim 2 , wherein said thickness of each of said matrix layer is

greater than the thickness p us the plasma wavelength of said conducting layers and said

conducting coatings.

28. The force cell according to claim 27 wherein said depth of each of said plurality of grooves is

less than said thickness of its matrix layer.

29. The force cell according to claim 2S wherein a plurality of said grooved and coated first

matrix layer said first conducting layer, said grooved and coated second matrix layer, and said

second conducting layer are stacked to form a force ceil.

30. The force cell according to claim 28 wherein said grooved and coated first matrix layer, said

first conducting layer, said grooved and coated second matrix layer, and said second conducting

layer are wound into a spiral.

31. The force cell according to claim. 0 wherein each said groove in said wound spiral is aligned

perpendicularly to the axis of said spiral.

32. The force cell according to claim 3 1 wherein each said apex of said first matrix layer in each

of a plurality of windings of said wound spiral contacts said bottom surface of said second

conducting layer.

33. A force cell comprising:

a) a first conducting layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and a bottom

surface;

wherein said first conducting layer comprises a plurality of grooves beginning at said

top surface an extending a distance into sa d first conducting layer to a depth, and said plurality

of grooves extending across at least a portion of said top surface;



c) wherein each of said grooves of said first conducting layer comprise a descending

surface extending from an apex proximate to said top surface of said first conducting layer,

terminating at a low point and an ascending surface extending from where said descending

surface terminates* to ext apex:

d a first non-conducting matrix layer having a thickness defined by a to surface and a

bottom surface, said top surface of said non-conducting matrix material being in contact with

bottom surface of first conducting material;

e) a second conducting layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and a bottom

surface, said second conducting layer comprising a plurality of grooves beginning at its top

surface and extending into said second conducting layer to a depth and extending across at least

a portion of its top surface;

f wherein each of said groove of said second conducting layer comprise a descending

surface extending from an apex proximate to said top surface of said second conducting layer

terminating at a low point and an ascending surface extending from where said descending

surface terminates, to next apex;

g ) wherein the top surface of the said second conducting layer is in contact with the

bottom surface of said first non-conducting matri layer;

h a second non-conducting matrix layer having a thickness defined by a top surface and

a bottom surface, said top surface of said second non-conducting matrix layer being in contact

wit said bottom surface of said second conducting layer;

i wherein each said groove in each said first and second conducting layers said

descending surface and said ascending surface create wedges;

j ) wherein each wedge comprised of said descending surface and said ascending surface

within each groove of said first and second conducting layers create a first Casimir force

perpendicular to said descending surface, and create a second Casimir force perpendicular to said

ascending surface;

k wherein each said descending surface for each said groove of said second conducting

layer and said bottom surface of said first conducting layer create wedges, and each said



ascending surface for each sai d groove of said second con cting layer a id said bottom Surface

of said first conducting layer create wedges;

l) wherein each wedge comprised of said descending surface within each groove of said

second conducting layer and said bottom surface of said first conducting layer create a third

Casirair force perpendicular to said descending surface and create an fourth Casimir force

perpendicular to said botom surface of said first conducting layer;

) wherein each wedge comprised of said ascending surface within each groove of said

second conducting layer and said bottom surface of said first conducting layer create a fifth

Casimir force perpendicular to said ascending surface, and create an sixth Casimir force

perpendicular to said bottom surface of said first conducting layer;

n) wherein said fi rst second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth Casimir forces combine to

provide a net force.

34. The force cell according to claim 33. wherein a dielectric constant of each of said non¬

conducting matrix layers is greater than . and less than a dielectric constant of each of said first

and second conducting layers.

35. The force ceil according to claim 34 wherei a plurality f said grooved first conducting

layers, said first non-conducting matrix layers, said grooved second conducting layers and said

second non-conducting matrix la rs are stacked to form a force cell.

36. The force cell according to claim 35, wherein each of said grooves within a said conducting

layer are substantially parallel but there is no such restriction on parallelism between conducting

layers.

37. The force cell according to claim 36, wherein each said matrix layer is formed of a non¬

magnetic materia!,

3 . The force cell according to claim 37 wherein each of said plurality of grooves have an apex-

to-apex spacing greater than said plasma wavelength for said conducting layer

39. The force ce l according to claim 38, wherein said thickness of each of said matrix layer is

greater than sma wavelength for said conducting layer.

4 . The force cell according to claim 39, wherein said thickness o f each of said conducting layer

is greater tha plasma wavelength for said conducting layer.



4 1 The force cel according to clai 40 wherein said depth of each of said plurality of grooves

in said conducting layers is less than the thickness said conducting layers.
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